NAQCC FLORIDA CHAPTER MEMBER NEWS: OCTOBER 2017
“Weee’rrrrree baaaacck”
On Friday, October 20th, 2017 the Florida Chapter of NAQCC returned to a local park
for our monthly adventure. We held our latest “Operation in the Park” at Sunrise Park
North, in Holly Hill, Florida.
To the unknowing (and most likely asleep!) we suspend our activities during the
summer, because of the horrendous Florida heat, soaking wet humidity, severe
summer thunderstorms with associated lighting and flooding, and hordes of
mosquitoes the size of German Shepherds. This summer did not disappoint us. We
were scheduled to reactivate in September, but Hurricane Irma had other plans for us
(hunkering down). Fortunately, none of us suffered any catastrophic loss….other than
fellowship and operating time!
This lovely park, set on the Halifax River, offers
several “pavilions”, a large fishing pier and
grills. The view of the Daytona Beach peninsula
skyline is terrific, and it’s a great setting for
hamming in the outdoors!
When I arrived at 8:30am (EDT local), I didn’t
recognize any cars in the parking lot…. not a
good sign (I usually am one of the last to
arrive). I scooped up my equipment and
walked towards the far end of the park by the
water. I spied John KM4JTE in one of the
pavilions by the water. Whew! Someone else
was here! John had his antenna up (a wire to
an adjacent palm tree) and was sending CQ. I
visited a bit and then proceeded to another
pavilion by the water about 50 feet away.
Just as I got my gear out and was finishing deploying my antenna, here they come!
One by one, and in pairs, our folks arrived and quickly set up their “stuff”. By 9:45 AM
we had 3 stations up and running at three separate pavilions, and while the bands
were not great, we made some great Qs with many of them NAQCC folks.

This trip, we had a total of 10 members/operators in our group to include: Steve
WB4OMM #5913; John KM4JTE #7966; Nikki KM4SBQ #8749; Bob W2EJG; Phil NW4X
#8927; Don K3RLL 1905; Wally KG4LAL #6278; Art WB4MNK #5274; John KD4JS #8019;
and Rip N3CNV. We arrived to our site with rapidly clearing partly cloudy skies and a
temp of 82 degrees with 70% humidity – we had a pretty stiff breeze most of the
morning, so it seemed a bit cooler than it really was. By the time we left around noon
it was 85 degrees and a bright sunny day. The park had quite a few folks doing power
walks and exercises (this park has a Fitness Trail/Walk that is very popular – and it
showed today!). All of the folks waved and smiled at us as they went by.
The signals were not all that good today with the usual deep QSB. Propagation has
been really bad on our last few outings!! John’s camera conked out on him, so I don’t
have the usual copious amount of “rogue’s gallery” photos for this report!
Steve WB4OMM #5913 - Elecraft KX-3,
Vibroplex Code Warrior Jr paddle, 5W to
a ground mounted vertical Hamstick
setup for 20M. Steve made a total of 6
Qs in 5 different states – worked 4
members in 4 states on 20M including
Mike - WI5H #7128-TX (W2EJG also
worked Mike on 30M); Walt – KB1M
#8058-NH; Curt – WA2JSG # 3457-NJ;
Gary - K1YAN #2365-MA; and Frank –
W2IX #1205-NY. When importing the
day’s log, I was quite surprised how
many times I have made Qs with Mike,
Walt, and Curt - between the 3 of them
– over 40 times! That’s what I call
support!
L to R: Art WB4MNK, Steve
WB4OMM, and Nikki KM4SBQ
at the WB4OMM station

Phil NW4X #8927 used his KX-2 to a 29-foot Unun Vertical with counterpoise. He
didn’t make a contact….Boo Hoo!! (His words!!!!) – in his defense, he was on 30M…..

Don K3RLL #1905 used Phil’s setup and made 4 Qs with 4 members on 20M. John
KG9HV #0327-IN; Ian G4MLW #3510 in York, England (NICE DX Don!); Dirk WA9TUT
#8375-IL; and Paul KB9ILT #5588- VA SOTA on W4V/BR-010 Bluff Mountain.
L-R: Don K3RLL, Phil NW4X, Rip N3CNV, and John KD4JS at the NW4X station.

John KM4JTE #7966 using his KX-2 to a wire antenna
strung from the pavilion to a nearby palm tree (real
Florida style!!)
I know he made a few Qs on 40M, but I didn’t get his
log! Boo Hoo!! (those would be MY words!! Hi hi hi……)

HERE IS OUR SPECIAL QSL FOR THOSE WHO WORKED US THIS TRIP!
Many thanks to those who listened for us and helped make this another successful
NAQCC-FL event!
NEXT MONTH’S SCHEDULED EVENT:
Friday, November 17th, 2017 starting at 9:30 AM EST
Lake Beresford Park (2100 Fatio Road, Deland, FL) – Park webpage with
directions: DIRECTIONS TO PARK AND INFO
WHO: “The Usual Suspects” – Art WB4MNK, Steve WB4OMM, Rick AA4W, Don
K3RLL, Wally KG4LAL, Bob W2EJG, John KM4JTE, John KD4JS, Phil NW4X, Nikki
KM4SBQ, Paul NU4C & Charlie WX4CB (and whoever else can make it).
Visit our Web Page:
http://wb4omm.com/naqcc-fl-chapter/
Look for our announcement!
72/73 to all – Steve WB4OMM, #5913 - NAQCCFL@yahoo.com

